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Devolution

by Dushy Ranetunge at Sri Sambuddhatwa Jayanthi Mawatha

I went to sleep last week living down Havelock Road and woke up in the 
brand spanking spruced up renamed SSJ Mawatha.

The Sinhalese are a minority within the city limits of Colombo. Those who are 
Buddhists among them are even a smaller minority. No one had consulted the 
residents of Havelock road about the change of name of their road. They had 
no voice.

 
Within the last few months we had witnessed Dickman’s Road becoming 
Lester James Pieris Mawatha, Guildford Crescent to Premasiri Kemadasa 
Mawatha etc. The residents of these roads also had no choice on the matter. 
It was imposed from above.

Under the present regime, “Sinhalisation” continues, not only in Jaffna, but 
also in Colombo.

The masses, climbed into an array of vehicles, some parents had kids sitting 
in the boot of cars as they toured the country viewing the many Vesak 
spectacles and queuing up outside the generous dansala’s.

It took me six hours to drive from Kandy to Colombo.

As I observed the thousands of children, grannies and entire families taking 
their lives into their hands by travelling at the back of tractors, half trucks, 
etc the police looked the other way. The law is an Ass, they say. But here in 
Sri Lanka, not only the law, the entire law enforcement system, seem to be 
braying Asses.

What amazed me was the site of adults, presumably parents, sitting inside a 
car, while their children were sitting inside the boot with their legs hanging 
out. They were travelling on the crowded Colombo-Negombo Road.

Sri Lankans seemed unaware or unwilling to recognise the dangers to 
themselves and to others. For this great majority, Havelock Road becoming 
SSJ Mawatha was a cause for celebration. They saw nothing wrong in not 
consulting the residents of the street, where their majoritarian “identity” was 
being “imposed” without consultation.

It is the same in Jaffna. When so many Hindu Temples lie in ruin as a result 
of the war, the majority does not seem concerned about the building of new 
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Buddhist shrines in the North and the East. For the Sinhala Buddhist majority, 
it is their right, and a cause for celebration. 

They are not tuned to the sensitivities of others. Almost all of these temples 
are built with state patronage with the security forces taking a major part. It 
was the same in Colombo where at the top of the new SSJ Mawatha, was the 
brand spanking new SSJ centre for Buddhism. State involvement in the whole 
project was obvious.

Political patronage of the dominant tribe by those in power is so that they can 
precipitate their rule over the masses. So you will see these politicians 
associating themselves from world cup cricket to Buddhism.

To the outsider, it is blatantly clear that in Sri Lanka, the dominant tribe has 
seized control of the state apparatus, and the state functions to precipitate 
the hegemony of the dominant tribe. The minorities in Jaffna, Trincomalee, 
Batticaloa or Colombo are drowned in the majoritarian sea, where their 
identity is being crushed.

The Portuguese, Dutch, British, South Indian colonisation of Sri Lanka is a 
part of our heritage as much as the colonisation of the Sinhalese identity, 
which is as foreign as the others. Buddhism is as foreign to Sri Lanka as 
Christianity or Hinduism. In fact some will argue that Sri Lankan’s were 
Hindu’s before the arrival of Buddhism, during the reign of that Devanampiya 
Tissa, whose “high” IQ was tested with that mango tree riddle.

Drive around Sri Lanka and you will see, statues of British leaders in Sri 
Lanka removed, Place names changed, Race courses nationalised, Hindu 
places of worship taken over, Sinhala only imposed, new Buddhist temples in 
predominantly Tamil neighbourhoods. The “ancient” Naga dipa vihara for 
instance is a recent “innovation” less than 100 years old. 

Now there is an even more recent one, the place where Sangamitta landed. 
Both places have no archaeological value, as they are not ancient sites. These 
are as authentic as you putting a stick on the beach and claiming it to be the 
spot where Vijaya landed.

After Half a century after Sinhala only, the Sri Lankan state has still failed to 
facilitate the practical use of Tamil language in police stations in Sri Lanka.

Mr Sajith Premadasa states that he wants the population to be conversant in 
both Sinhalese and Tamil and that a Tamil must be able to go to Cinnamon 
Gardens police station and make a police entry in Tamil and receive 
correspondence in Tamil.

I asked him if he speaks Tamil. He said “unfortunately, no”. I asked him if the 
President speaks Tamil. He says, “No, the President makes Tamil speeches 
with the help of a teleprompter.”

As a result of this “ethno-religious” madness, hundreds of thousands of 
burghers were driven out of the country. Over a million Tamils have also been 
driven out of the country.
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The “Diaspora” are not enemies.

They are citizens of Sri Lanka whom the Sri Lankan state has failed to 
represent. The governments of the European Union, United States, Canada, 
Australia and the Republic of India now represent them.

I inquired from Mr Sajith Premadasa about his statement that no war crimes 
were committed in Sri Lanka. He puts his Mill Hill School education in North 
London, into good use in telling me that Sri Lanka committed “excesses” not 
“war crimes”. I asked him what was the difference between “war crimes” and 
“excesses”?

He said that he will use the word “excesses” and that I can use the word war 
crimes.

So, lets use Sajith Premadasa’s word, “excesses”.

Sri Lankans point to the US and the UK to justify “excesses” when those 
governments request Sri Lanka to put its house in order. A million Americans 
and British citizens are not living in Sri Lanka because of the “excesses” of 
their governments.

But over a million Sri Lanka are living in Australia, the European Union, North 
America and India, because of Sri Lankan “excesses”. Those governments 
now represent Sri Lankan minority communities in those countries, whom the 
Sri Lankan state has failed to represent.

They have every right to tell Sri Lanka to put its house in order.

If after over 60 years of independence, the Sri Lankan state continues to fail 
its citizens who have a minority culture, it has no option, but to devolve 
power.

Since the opposition in Sri Lanka is so inept, thank god some states and 
bodies outside Sri Lanka are opposing the hegemony of the majority. Since 
2005, the Sri Lankan electorate seem to have moved to the right and this 
suits those in power, to ensure their continuity in office.

I suggested that a petition be raised about the change of the street name 
without consultation. I was told that the citizens are today more scared than 
during Premadasa’s regime and that no one will dare protest.

That’s democracy for you and on Vesak day they were blaring from 
loudspeakers about “Budhu Guna”.
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65 Comments 

pp says: 
May 19, 2011 at 7:01 am 

this guy is simply mad.lets sypathise with him.Go to Angoda as you are 
in SL now.

1.

Dr.Rajasingham Narendran says: 
May 19, 2011 at 9:11 am 

I have seen the Buddha statue placed near the Bambalapitiya Pillayar 
kovil taxi stand (Lawrence Rd) a few years back, gradually grow bigger. 
It was initially placed where it is, not out of religious fervor, but to create 
mischief. It was wise of the Tamil Hindus to have not reacted. I wish the 
kovil authorities will accommodate this statue within the kovil premises, 
to give it the respect and reverence it deserves. To Tamil-Hindus all 
religions are acceptable (Em Mathamum sammatham).

However, for the sake of fairness let me also place on record there are 
streets and roads named after Tamil personalities in Colombo- 
Ramakrishna Road, Vivekananda Road, Ananda Coomarasamy Mawatte, 
Sir. Chittambalam Gardiner Mawatte, Rudra Mawatte etc. We have also 
the Ramanathan and Arunachalam halls of residence at the Peradeniya 
University campus. 

It is also a fact that there has been a dirth of great Tamil personalities in 
recent decades, after whom roads can be named.

Dushy is right to point out the shallowness of the head long plunge into 
pseudo- nationalism. The roads with English names are also part of our 
history. Why obliterate them? We should be building enough new roads, 
to be able to name them after great Sri Lankan personalities.

We are an ancient nation and hence we should act in a more mature and 
wise manner. We are also predominantly a Buddhist nation. Buddhism 
and the ‘Dhamma’ it expounds should permeate all aspects of life in our 
nation. We should be a nation of gentle, cultured and decent people. The 
‘Buddhist Dhamma’ should not decline in proportion to the increasing 
number of Buddha statues being erected. I hope the “Sambuddha 
jayanthi’ being currently celebrated leads to some deep soul searching 
and changes the way we as a nation think, behave and act.

Dr.Rajasingham Narendran-

2.

Kris says: 
May 19, 2011 at 11:58 pm 

Hey Narendran, did you only see the Buddha statue in 
Bamabalapiya growing up, and you were blind to see the little 
Maura Kovil in Havelock road grow from little hindu temple under 
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the tree to maasive hindu temple complex , grow up man ,use your 
free education properly

Anonymous says: 
May 20, 2011 at 12:40 am 

Dushy – Calling the Tooth relic, animal and denying the arrival of 
Buddha is his stock answer,to denigrate and insult Buddhists and 
Buddhism in Srilanka.

You call him right?

I am disappointed.

Manoranjan says: 
May 20, 2011 at 2:56 am 

I wholeheartedly agree with Dr.Rajasingham Narendran. He has 
given a very balanced and unbiased view on this situation. Most 
people respond to forums like this mudslinging to and fro. It only 
shows how devided we are as a country. If more people in Sri Lanka 
think like him we would not have a conflict in the first place.

Gamini says: 
May 20, 2011 at 8:56 am 

Dr Rajasingham Narendran said 

“To Tamil-Hindus all religions are acceptable (Em Mathamum 
sammatham)”.

Some of the fine examples that support the above comment are:

*LTTE Tamil terrorists brutally killed 31 Buddhist monks in 
Aranthalawa area in the Ampara district on June 2nd 1987. 
*Two Japanese monks were killed in Jaffna by LTTE Tamil Terrorits 
*Anuradhapura Massacre 1985 Buddhists were massacred by LTTE 
Tamil terrorits. 
*Sri Dalada Maligawa attacked by LTTE Tamil terrorits on Jan 25 
1998. 
*Most recently Attack on the Scarborough Buddhist temple in 
Canada by Tamils. 
* Many more monks were killed in separate incidents in Morawawa, 
Trico and other border villages. 
*Arson Attack on London Kingsbury Buddhist Temple by Tamils

Kanda says: 
May 19, 2011 at 10:00 am 

My thoughts exactly!

3.

sanjeewaanjeew says: 
May 19, 2011 at 10:35 am 

4.
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